
DELAMOURD MELODIE
3D environment artist

PERSONAL STATEMENT:

As a 3D environment I enjoy creating challenging scenes, as well as realistic or stylized ones. I am eager to 
learn new technics and skills. In fact, I find it very motivating working for the video game industry because the 
technologies are always evolving and we are always learning something. 
Also, I am a team player, I like to share my knowledge and to learn from other people. I think working with a 
team that is the most efficient way to achieve goals, to reinforce our weaknesses and to sharpen our skills.
On the long term, I want to be able to lead a team and give good art directions.

CORE SKILLS:

 Focus on Environment Art 
 High Res & Low Res, World Modelling, Environment Art, Prop Modelling
 Handpainted and realistic texturing
 Good communication and presentation skills
 Able to learn new tools and processes efficiently
 Excellent understanding of visual storytelling and the language of film

EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS:

Institute Course Grade Date
ESIAJ, Namur, BE Computer art Bachelor 2006-2010

Université de Lorraine,
Metz, FR

Art Bachelor 2003-2006

TECHNICAL SKILLS:

Software Experience Level Software Experience Level
Maya 6 years Photoshop 10 years

3DS MAX 3 years 3d Coat 4 years
ZBrush 3 years Unreal Engine 1 year
Unity 2 years

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:

 
3D artist Freelance (March 2014 – Present)
 Independent Mobile Game

 Art direction, concept, modeling, texturing, level building, level dressing and integration in Unity. As I 
am the only 3d artist for this project, I have to provide all the assests (environment, characters, etc.). 
The game is in cartoon style, with unlit texturing.



DAOKA (ex AMA Studios - June 2011 – Oct 2013)  
3D Environment artist
 “Fighter Within” for XBOX ONE - Kinect

 Concept, level building, level dressing, modeling, sculpting, baking, texturing, integration in the 
engine. For this project I was in charge of a whole level from the pre-production to the integration in 
game. In a second time I worked with my teammates on other arenas for more efficiency. As the 
game was targeted for a next-gen console, I have learnt to texture for PBR shaders.

Junior 3D Environment artist
 “My Self Defence Coach” for XBOX 360 - Kinect

 Modelled, sculpted, and textured most of the foliage of the games (80%)
 Designed and textured half of the characters outfits, sculpted a character.

CORTEX Productions (Feb 2001 – May 2011)
Junior 3D Environment artist
 “Erbitux” dev. For iOS, playable with the Wii Board. Serious gaming

 Level design, level building, level dressing, procedural animation, modeling, sculpting, texturing, 
baking and integration in Unity. Game done for doctors to explain the effects of a specific medecine 
inside the human body.

LANGUAGES:

French – Fluent / Native
English – Intermediate 
Spanish – Beginner

INTERESTS & HOBBIES:

I love to discover new things, new people, new countries and new ways of perceiving the world ; so I travel 
whenever it is possible for me to do so. I also like to experiment, to create and most of all to draw.
Spending times with the close ones is also very important to me.

REFERENCES: 

Jean François BROGNIET     jeff.is.pyrus@gmail.com
Lead Environment artist at Daoka
“It was a great pleasure to have Mélodie on board for Fighter Within's environments. On the very first plan, she
 definitely is an artist with advanced graphical skills and a strong visual identity. On another side, she always
pays attention to workflow advises as with any artistic direction given. Both of these statements allow her to
produce in a very smooth iterative process. Furthermore, being the perfect companion to work with, she also 
manages to deliver scenes deadly on time, if not with extra security margin. And pretty uncommonly, all this 
with a very humble and positive attitude. 
Looking forward to work with her in a near future, I recommend her in any team willing to set a highly artistic 
production level.“

Robert CRAIG      robertjamescraig@hotmail.com
Art Director at Daoka
“I worked with Melodie closely in my role as Art Director at AMA studio's. Melodie made a fantastic
contribution to our project and I could always rely on her to provide AAA quality work no matter what task was
asked of her.
Melodie has natural artistic talent and her flair for colour and composition really shows in her work. 
She is a versatile artist, comfortable working in 3d or 2d and has a great attitude that made her a pleasure to
work with. I would strongly recommend Melodie to any perspective employer.” 
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